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My first reason why we need water Is if we did not have water then what would we drink to
stay hydrated? You probably think you could live off of a liquid that does not have water
like a smoothie. But all the stuff you put in a smoothie requires water so c
ould you? No you
could not. If we did not have water we also would not be able to swim or even sled because
snow is frozen water so if water was not a thing you would be swimming on the ground and
sledding on the dirt. My last third and final statement of
why we need water is if we did not
have water then all the trees would not grow and we would not have oxygen because there
would be no living source of it. As you can see if we can properly take care of our planet we
will not lose water and die. One major
issue facing our hydrosphere is flooding.
Even though this is a major issue, there are still ways to solve this.
Flooding and climate change is a big problem in our world but why? One reason why
climate change will affect flooding is if the climate gets
warmer. Then the air will get humid and clouds will hold more water. It will affect flooding
because there is more rain and heavier rain so there will be so much rain then all the water
coming down we will not be able to control. My second reason on why
climate change and
flooding is bad is if there is more water in the ocean then it will get more full. All this water
will make the ocean really full and it could sink islands. Also scientists think the water will
rise by 8 inches by 2030 to 2050. My third
and final reason why flooding and climate
change will affect us is if we keep letting this happen then everything would be under
water. Like in some places they are getting three feet of rain and dams are breaking open
with water and flooding everything. S
o if we don't want this to happen then lets learn how
to fix it.
If we want to stop floods then what will we do? One way is if you get solar panels. Solar
panels stop gasses which is climate change so if we have them we would not make climate
change. M y second way will be how we can do this another way. If we stop driving
everywhere so much then we won't make gasses for example, if there is an unnecessary
place to drive them, why wast the fuel and create gasses to get released and make the
world hotter . One thing we can do is make dams stronger so the water that overflows from
lakes and rivers does not flood. If this happens then it could destroy cities and towns with
water so if we make it stronger then we will live longer.
As you can see, if we take care of our planet then we will survive and not get our towns,
cities and houses flooded. What you learned in this passage is how to take care of our planet
and make it not flood. It is very important to take action because if you dont we will die
from cl imate change and flooding.

If we don't do anything then the world might end because of climate change and flooding.
So if w e m a ke it s t r on g er w e w ill s t a y lo n g er .

